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Spitfire Block 
Headquarters Air Command 
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High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire 
HP14 4UE 

9 December 2019 

Thank you for your e-mail of 21 October 2019 asking about the US use of Glasgow 
Prestwick Airport. Specifically, you requested the following information: 

"I am writing to request under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 that the 
ministry of Defence (MoD) discloses all information it holds - including but not limited to 
contracts, agreements, minutes, memos, emails, letters, and other correspondence and 
documentation - relating to the cost of fees paid by the MoD for incoming US military aircraft 
on stopovers and layovers at Glasgow Prestwick Airport. This should include, but not be 
limited to, US Air Force flights. 

This disclosure should include, but not be limited to, information referencing the MoD's 
payment of landing, parking and navigation fees for inbound US military aircraft at the 
airport. 

The disclosure should include, but not be limited to, any legal advice the MoD has sought or 
received with regard the payment of this fees, and any correspondence with Glasgow 
Prestwick Airport, the Scottish Government and/or Transport Scotland regarding the 
payment of these fees. The disclosure should also include the cost to the MoD of paying 
these fees at Glasgow Prestwick Airport. 

The disclosure of the above information should cover the period spanning 20 January 2017 
through to and including 20 October 2019." 

I am treating your correspondence as a request for information under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000 (FOIA). We have now completed a search of our paper and electronic 
records for the information you requested and I can confirm that some information within the 
scope of your request is held and therefore invoices relating to US use of Pretswick 
Glasgow Airport are attached. 



Section 27(1)(a) (International Relations) of the Act provides that we should withhold 

information that would, or would be likely to, prejudice relations between the United 

Kingdom and any other State. Additionally, Section 43(2) of the Act provides that we should 

withhold information which is likely to prejudice the commercial interest of any party 

(including the Public Authority holding it). 

The Act requires that we have to carry out a Public Interest Test (PIT) in these respects to 
show that the reasons for withholding the information outweigh the reasons for releasing 
information. 

The effective conduct of international relations depends upon maintaining trust and 
confidence between Governments. This relationship of trust allows for the free and frank 
exchange of information on the understanding that it will be treated in confidence. If the UK 
does not respect such confidences, its ability to protect and promote UK interest through 
international relations will be hampered. The States concerned may be reluctant to share 
sensitive information with the UK Government in future and may be less likely to respect the 
confidentiality of information supplied by the UK Government to them, to the detriment of 
UK interests. 

Although it would provide further public understanding of how the reciprocal arrangements 
between the UK and US for use of civilian airports works, releasing flight information for 
specific flights could have a detrimental effect on an ally's security arrangements. If precise 
or comprehensive information on flight information were released, any potential aggressor 
or terrorist organisation could identify patterns of movement and extrapolate this information 
to interfere with or attack such aircraft. 

Commercial companies that have a relationship with the MOD (which also uses Glasgow 
Prestwick Airport) have a reasonable expectation of commercial confidentiality and 
releasing information such as account details to third parties could have a detrimental 
impact on the future continuing relationship of trust between the MOD and the Glasgow 
Prestwick Airport. 

I conclude that the balance of the public interest for providing full flight details is firmly in 
favour of maintaining the exemptions under S.27(1)(a) and thus of withholding the 
document in full, with the level of prejudice set at the higher level of "would". I also conclude 
that information should be withheld under S.43(2) with the level of prejudice set at the level 
of "would be likely to". 

Section 40(2) would also be applied to a small amount of the information in order to protect 
personal information including names and telephone numbers as governed by the Data 
Protection Act 2018. Section 40 is an absolute exemption and there is no requirement to 
consider the public interest in making a decision to withhold information. 

Under Section 16 (Advice and Assistance) of the Act, you may wish to note that the use of 
Glasgow Prestwick Airport by the US is a very longstanding arrangement, as part of wider 
recipricol arrangements between the US and UK governments regarding military use of 
each others civilian airports. The limited level of documentation of the variety of types you 
have asked for that has been located is very much due to the arrangement being "business 
as usual". 

Finally, for the period January 2017 to May 2019, the cost to the MOD of fees for US aircraft 
using Glasgow Pretswick Airport has been some £63,000. However, not all invoices 



covering the full period of your request have been processed or indeed received yet so we 
cannot provide a finalised figure. 

If you have any queries regarding the content of this letter, please contact this office in the 
first instance. 

If you wish to complain about the handling of your request, or the content of this response, 
you can request an independent internal review by contacting the Information Rights 
Compliance team, Ground Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB (e-mail CIO-
F01-1R@mod.uk). Please note that any request for an internal review should be made 
within 40 working days of the date of this response. 

If you remain dissatisfied following an internal review, you may raise your complaint directly 
to the Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of 
Information Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not normally investigate 
your case until the MOD internal review process has been completed. The Information 
Commissioner can be contacted at: Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, 
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF. Further details of the role and powers of the 
Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website at 
https:ffico.orq.uk/. 

Yours sincerely 

Secretariat 3a1
Air Command 



. 









Invoice 
• • 
• 41 

US DEFENSE ATTACHE OFFICE Glasgow Prestwick Airport Ltd 
AIR OPERATIONS Minton Hsse TEL 
DEFENCE ATTACHE OFFICE piestN,ck rAx 
US EMBASSY 24 GROSVENOR SQUARE, LONI Ayrshre EMAIL 
UK RAD Etbi. WED arm giasgowprestWeR ear 

VAT Reg No: 
TERMS Payment s due 14 days tom Morsel date, thereafter inter est 
will be charged at calculates daily 

Invoice/Tax date Account Purchase Order Terms Payment Due 

24/04/2019 USDE001 SlL) - 14 0B/05/2019 

Item Number Description 

Reg No Flight No Mow date Mvt Type Pax Freight ArrlDep OrgIDest 

TOILETSVS Toilet Service Vehicle £0 CO f 4 / .b0 

-Apr-19 09:53 MIL 0 0 D Movement total £47.50 
WGHTMEL Standard Welch( Charge !litany £000 £411.94 

Apr-19 15:40 MIL 0 0 A Movement total £411.94 
TOILETSVS Toilet Service Vehicle £0.00 £95.00 

-Apr-19 10:54 MIL 0 0 D Movement total £95.00 
WU ITMIL Standard Weight Charge - Military £0 CO £41194 

Apr-19 08:42 MIL 0 0 A Movement total (411.94 
VJGHTMIL Standard Weight Charge -Military £0.00 £411.94 

Apr-19 21:26 MIL 0 0. A Movement total £411.94 
WOHTMIL Standard Weight Charge - Weary £0.00 £411.94 

Apr-19 21:31 MIL 0 0 A Movement total £411.94 
TOILETSVS To.tet Service Vehicle £0 .00 E9500 

Apr-19 04:39 MIL 0 0 0 Movement total £95.00 
INGHTMIL Standard Weight Charge -Military €0.00 £411.94 

Apr-19 16:56 MIL 0 0 A Movement total £411.94 

For direct bank ear tors 

SORT CODE 
Account No 
BIC 

RFC ISTERLdIV SWTette 13535? excisewo or F CF. IRAN 
GT/REDA eRESTRICK AlFateei PRESTWICK ATitSt KAb va CO i Please use USDE001 as eference 

Page Invoice 

INV37953 

Tax Amount 

Subtotal £2,297.20 

VAT £0.00 

Total f 2,297 20 




















































